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We investigate theoretically the generation of spin and phonon echo under the influence of a combination of 
coherent pulses of an alternating electromagnetic field and traveling hypersonic waves in crystals of cubic 
symmetry in which the quadrupole spin-phonon interaction reaches a maximum value. The conditions are 
determined under which the dipole and quadrupole mechanisms of the phase memory of the elastic multipoles 
lead to the formation of the phonon echo. A method of generating giant acoustic pulses is proposed. The 
conditions of generation of superradiant acoustic pulses of maximum intensity are determined, with account 
taken of the concentration of the active particles, the shape of the sample, and the reaction of the coherent 
spontaneous emission. The theory is compared with experimental measurements of phonon echo from Ni2+ and 
Fe2+ in single-crystal MgO. It is shown that the developed phonon-echo theory describes also the echo signals 
from the electric quadrupole moment of the nuclei and molecules in cubic crystals, and the phonon-echo signals 
from nuclear spins. The prospects and advantages of this new acoustic method of investigating physical properties 
of crystals are explained. 

INTRODUCTION 

Phonon echo, which was theoretically predicted 
earlier [1-3J , has now been observed experimentally on 
Ni2+ and Fe2+ ions in single-crystal MgO[ 4, 5J. In cubic
symmetry crystals (such as MgO) the spin-phonon coup
ling due to the interaction between the electric quadru
pole moment of the ion and the dynamic gradient of the 
crystal electric field is particularly strong. The reason 
is that there are no static crystal-field gradients at the 
paramagnetic ions, owing to the cubic symmetry, and 
the dynamic gradients come clearly into play. In this 
case, the spin-phonon interaction operator .JI"sph is quad
ratic in the spin variables, and an isotropic equidistant 
electron-paramagnetic-resonance spectrum is observed 
for a spin S =0 1 in a static magnetic field Ho. We shall 
call the phonon echo that appears under these conditions 
quadrupole phonon echo (QPE). 

The present paper is devoted to the theory of QPE 
for S =0 1 and to an interpretation of the corresponding 
experimental results [4, 5J. The theoretically obtained 
formulas can also be used directly to interpret other 
echo phenomena described by the dynamic SU3 group [6J , 
for example excitation of echo on electric quadrupole 
moments from radio to y-band frequencies. Unlike the 
existing papers on phonon echo, we consider here in de
tail, for the first time, the case S > 1/2 and the influence 
of effects of quadrupole phase memory on the phonon
echo intensity. We also take explicit account, for the 
first time, of the shape and dimensions of the sample 
and of the radiation reaction following excitation of the 
crystal. We e~lain that all these aspects of phonon
echo theory are quite important in the interpretation of 
the actually performed experiments. 

GENERAL THEORY 

The Hamiltonian takes the form 
N. 

:J6= L:J6(a), :J6(a) = L:J6,(a), :J6j')=-liliJoS,i, 

i-' 
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:J6;') =liliJ, (S+i'+S_") cos (2IiJot-k,Ari), :J6;') =-liliJ/iS,J. (1) 

",,,(') Ii ·S'" ",,,(7)_ ~ 'Vb (7) ('Z-1 N) 
df!)j =- (i)(V %, df!) -.i.:.J. f7£9j! I, - , ... , 0, 

i+l 

where,JI"r) is the unperturbed Zeeman energy; ':#r), ,.*j3), 

andfft are respectively the Hamiltonians of the pertur
bations due to the alternating magnetic field and to trav
eling sound waves with cyclic frequencies 2wo and wo; 
,:#j2) and ,:#t) give rise to transitions with change ~m 

=0 ± 1 in the magnetic quantum number, while,)/"~ 3) causes 
] 

transitions with ~m =0 ± 2; rj is the radius vector of par-
ticle j, ka is the wave vector, Yj =0 exp(-ike 'rj); ,:#t 
and ,JI"t are respectively the Hamiltonians of the scatter 
of the local magnetic field and of the electric-field grad
ients; .)(,(7) is the operator of two-particle interactions 
between paramagnetic ions, and gives rise to an irrever
sible-transverse-relaxation time T2a (a =0 e, 1A, 2A for 
transverse components of magne.tic dipQles and elastic 
multipoles of type 1A and 2A); S~ and slz are the com
ponents of the spin operator of particle j; fiwo =0 gj3oHo, 
fJ.we = gj30H1' g is the g-factor, j30 is the Bohr magneton, 
and H1 is the amplitude of the alternating magnetic field 
with circular polarization. 

To determine w 1 and W2 it is useful to start from the 
particular experimental geometry shown in the figure. 
Let the coordinate system x'y'z' be connected with the 
cubic axes of the crystal. We introduce a coordinate 
system xyz, in which the cubic vector of the sound 
(k1A or k2A) is directed along the axis x II [110], and 
the static magnetic field is directed along z. As seen 
from the figure, the connection between xyz and x'y'z' 
is determined by a single angle e, In the system x'y'z', 
the spin-phonon interaction Hamiltonian is I7J 

:J6 .. J= L S.JS~JG.~.,.8v' (ex.~."t. (J=x'y' z')'. 
ahll 

(2) 

where GO!{3yo is the spin-phonon interaction tensor and 
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The relative positions of 
the laboratory coordinate 
system x'y'z' and of the sys
tem xyz connected with the 
cubic axes of the crystal 

-j!J1r------!I (through an error, xyz and 

[/101 

x'y'z' have been interchanged 
in the drawing). 

Eya is the tensor of the relative deformations produced 
by the acoustic excitation, For cubic-symmetry crys
tals, the tensor GO'{3ya has 12 nonzero components, of 
which only two are different[8]: 

G22~G"~G,,, GI2~G,,~G,,~G21~G23~G,,~-G,/2, G,,~G,,~G .. ; (3) 

We use here the Voigt notation: x'x' = 1, etc, 

In the xyz system, the crystal deformation tensor due 
to the longitudinal acoustic wave propagating along the 
x axis has only the one component E • All the calcula-
tions thatfollow will be performed Gi'the xyz system, in 
which Ho II Z and the fourth-rank tensor G. is ex--pqrs 
pressed in terms of Gll and G44 in accordance with the 
known transformation rules[9] 

(4) 

summation over the dummy indices 0', (3, y, a is implied; 
gij is the matrix of the rotation that makes the system 
xyz congruent with X/y/Z , and is expressed in terms of 
the Euler angles 11/2 - e and if! = 45° • 

After changing over to the xyz system, the spin
phonon interaction Hamiltonian (2) takes the form 

JI1.l'='/,e .. { (S+'+S_') ['/,G .. +G .. -sin' 6 ('/,Gu-G .. ) ] 
+i sin 6 cos 6 ('/,G,,-G .. ) [{S,S+}+-{S,S_} +]}, (5) 

where 

G=='/,(G,,+4G .. ), G"""='/,[G,, (1-3 cos' 6)-4G" sin' 6], 

G.,,,,~sin 6 cos 6 (G .. -'/,Glt ), 

The term proportional to S~ is neglected, and the index j 
has been omitted. 

According to (5) we obtain for the frequencies WI and 
Wz from (1), pertaining respectively to quantum transi
tions with magnetic-quantum number changes ~m = ± 1 
and ~m = ± 2, the expressions 

Ctl,=e .. ['/,Glt+G .. - ('/,G,,-G,,) sin' 6]/41i, 

Ctl,=e .. sin 6 cos 6 ('/,G tI-GH )/41i. 
(6) 

We consider below cases in which the spin system of 
the crystal is acted upon in succession by two pulses 
differing in nature, spaced at an interval T and of dura
tions ~tl and ~tz, described by the Hamiltonians 
J,,(Z) .,,,(4) B f . 
Jr. -x. y way 0 response to these perturbations, 
we investigate the coherent and incoherent acoustic and 
electromagnetic radiation of the spin system after term
ination of the action of each of the pulses: 

I.w(t) =I,w exp [ -:- (T:w) .] { exp [ - ( :'w') '] 

[ ( t-1:. ) • ] [( t-21:.) 2]} + exp - T,w' + exp - -r;:;- ; 
(7) 

here Ivw(t) is the intensity of a signal of the type vw at 
the instant of time t (reckoned from the instant when the 
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first pulse is applied; ~tl and ~tz are not taken into ac
count); Ivw is the initial intensity; T2w is equal to the 
time T2O', depending on the type of the signal; TW and 
T2w are ce.rtain functions of w an~ T; T2w is the time of 
the reversible transverse relaxatIOn for a response of 
type w, due to perturbations f(5) and yt6), while the label 
w denotes the method of the two-pulse excitation (w = 1, 
,,,, 8). 

The intensity of the induction and echo signals in the 
k direction, following a two-pulse excitation of the spin 
system, is calculated with the formula 

1,.=1" (k) [1: (Sp p,QW (t» (Sp p,Q~~) (t»] , 
tl W 

Q~!) (t) =£+Q~"') L exp(=Fikrm), (8) 
Pm=exp(-dC,m/kBT) [Sp exp(-dC,m/kBT) ]-" 

where the subscript w denotes that all the expressions in 
this bracket pertain to the case w; ~ is the spin 
operator of the observed quantity, corresponding to the 
quadrupole (~m = ±1, ±2) and dipole (~m = ±1) transi
tions; £'0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian of the quantum 
system and specifies an equidistant Zeeman spectrum 
£'0 =f(I); kB is the Boltzmann constant; T is the tem
perature of the spin system in thermal equilibrium with 
the crystal; L is the operator of evolution of spin parti
cles under the influence of pulsed excitations: 
L = L4 L3 Lz L I • The operator Ll(3), which is the opera
tor for the evolution of a spin system under the influence 
of perturbations caused by an alternating magnetic field 
or by a generator of an acoustic wave with circular fre
quency Wo or 2wo in the time interval ~tl (~tz), takes the 
following form: 

(a) in the case of an electromagnetic-wave generator 

L,(,)=exp(iCtl,S,At,(.» exp[iCtle ('"(S+ +'"('S_) At'(2)], (9a) 

b) in the case of acoustic excitation at frequency Wo 

L,(,)=exp (iCtl,S,At'(2» exp[Ctl, (HS,8+}+-~' {8,8_} +) At'(2)]' (9b) 

c) for an acoustic generator of frequency 2wo 

L,(,)=exp (2iCtl,8,Atq ,»)exp[ -iCtl,(cxS+'+a·S_')tl.t,(,>l. (9c) 

The operator Lz describes the reversible relaxation of 
the excited spin system due to the scatter of the local 
magnetic fields .f5) and the electric-field gradients .f6) 

in the interval T between pulses, when the spin angular 
momenta become dephased: 

L,( 1:) =exp{i[ (Ctl,+Ctl,)S,+Ctl.,8,'h}. (9d) 

The operator ~ corresponds to reversible relaxation, 
like Lz, but in the interval t - T (angular-momentum 
phasing time). L4(t - T) is similar to (9d) with T re
placed by t - T, 

The intensity IvO per unit solid angle of the phonons 
emitted spontaneously by an isolated particle, and corre
sponding to a relative deformation E~~ due to zero-point 
oscillations, is calculated from the formula [IO] 

I" ~ IiCtl ~~ 1: 1 < 18,8,+S,S.I) [' G ... ~(e~~»' g(aM, (10) 
,>. 

where g(O'{3) determines the density of the final phonon 
states for E~~. For the Debye model of the crystal we 
have 

3Ctl'V 
g(a~) = 2n'v' ' 

We then obtain from (10) an expression fOr the phonon 
emission in the quadrupole transition ~m = 1: 
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and in the case of a transition with ~m '" 2 

I (k)= 3(200.)' (lico')'I(IS '+S_'I>I' (=2A) (l1b) 
YO 4npv' (8~»' + v 

In the derivation of the general formulas we disregarded 
the fact that during the time that the exciting pulse acts 
on the spin system the latter begins immediately to 
radiate an acoustic and an electromagnetic response, 
As a result, the external action increases the angle 
w ~ ~t ~ (~ '" 1, 2, I:'!), and the radiation of the system 
tends to decrease this angle. Consequently, it is far 
from always possible to attain the value l/J(O) '" W ~~t~ 

2! 1T/2, i.e., it is possible to obtain in the limit a value 
Ij! :5 l/J (0) at which the rate of change of the angle W ~ ~ t ~ 
is equal to the rate of the backward rotation due to the 
radiation of the system. 

The foregoing can be explained with the aid of 
formulas pertaining to spin S '" 1/2, excitation with an 
electromagnetic field, and radiation of electromagnetic 
energy, Taking only coherent radiation into account, we 
obtain 

Ijl [ ., 'I t(ooH'+oo •• ')'I'] -I 
tg 2 =ooH ooO.-(COH -co •• ) 'ctg 2 

where Ij! is the angle between the magnetic field Ho and 
the macroscopic spin angular momentum, wH is the rate 
of rotation of the angular momentum under the influence 
of the excitation generator, wOIj! sinl/Jdt is the angle of 
rotation of the spin as a result of the loss of energy in 
the form of radiation, and wo Ij! sin l/J is the rate of change 
of l/J in this process, while t is the time during which a 
rotation through an angle Ij! is produced by the external 
perturbation. At l/J '" 0 there is no superradiance, and 
when Il/J I increases the superradiance power increases. 
Since the direction of the rotation due to the super
radiance is taken to be positive, the rotation of l/J under 
the influence of the exciting pulse is negative in sign. At 
w~l/J '" 0 we obtain the usual formula, where the radiation 
reaction is disregarded. At wH ~ wOl/J it follows from 
(12) that 

(13) 

trom which we see immediately that the reaction of the 
radiation leads to a decrease of the maximum possible 
rotation angle due to an external perturbation of given 
power. 

Another case is possible, in which the system already 
radiates at l/J '" 0 at a power exceeding the pump power 
(w~ < W~l/J): 

Ijl (oo • .'-ooH') 'I. ch y+ (oo •• -ooH) sh y 

tg-Z= (oo • .'-ooH')'I·chy-(oo •• -ooH)shy' 

t(ooO.'-ooH') 
y= 

2 
(14) 

In this case, in spite of the pumping, the superradiance 
intensity decreases and the change of l/J with time is 
positive, In the limiting case wH '" 0 we obtain from (14) 
tan (l/J/2) '" exP(wOl/Jt) or 

sinljl=sech(ooo.t). (15) 

The square of sin l/J determines the spin-system radia
tion power in the absence of pumping, It is seen from 
(15) that the radiation power decreases strongly with 
increasing time, i.e., radiative damping takes place, 

Formulas (12)-(14) show that just as giant pulses 
are generated in optics, acoustic pulses can be shortened 
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and their power increased with the aid of superradiant 
processes. To this end it is necessary to "spoil" the Q 
of the acoustic resonator during the time of action of the 
exciting sound pulse, and to produce a maximal acoustic 
superradiant state. It is then necessary to introduce in 
pulsed fashion an acoustic Q that leads to the appearance 
of a giant acoustic pulse. For example, at an active
particle concentration Nc '" 1022 cm-3, at a constant 
G ~ 10-12 erg /def. unit, and at a sample thickness 
1 '" 10-2 cm it is possible to obtain an acoustic pulse at a 
frequency 4 x 1010 sec-I, power W ~ 1012 erg/sec-cm2, 
and duration ~t '" 10-8 sec. At 1 = 10-4 cm, the limiting 
values are ~t = 10-10 and W ~ 108 erg /sec-cm2. 

Using formulas (7), (8), and (10) for the calculations, 
it is appropriate to present the conditions for the onset 
of super radiance : 

where L/v is the time during which all No paramagnetic 
particles take part in the superradiance, L is the length 
of the active layer of the sample with No impurities, v is 
the velocity of the acoustic wave passing through the 
sample, T: is the time of reversible phase relaxation 
due to the inhomogeneous broadening, W1, Wa, and we 
determine the rate of rotation of the spin angular mo
menta under the influence of the acoustic and electro
magnetic excitations, r is the width of the emission line 
of the isolated atom, T2 is the time of irreversible 
transverse relaxation, and rcoh is the coherent-radia
tion line width. 

For an intense superradiance Signal to be produced, 
it is necessary that an appreciable number of active 
impurities take part in this process, i.e., 

N,'}..'> 1. (17) 

It is then possible to change over in (8) from summation 
over the particles to integration over the volume. It 
should be noted that in the case when the condition L/v 
« T: is violated, but the remaining conditions (16) re
main in force, the number of active impurities decreases 
to Neff = NoT:L' /T2L, where L is the length of the sam
ple and L' is the length of the effective layer containing 
Neff particles, i.e., in this case it is necessary to sub
stitute Neff for No (Neff « No) in the formulas for the 
superradiance intensity. 

When conditions (16) and (17) are satisfied, averaging 
over all the wave-vector directions and integration over 
the volume yields, taking the diffraction effect into ac
count, the following results [11] : 

a) For small Fresnel numbers (R2 ~ AL) 

l .... -'}../L (18a) 

for all particles contained in the sample but not on its 
end faces; 

b) for large Fresnel numbers (R" « AL) 

(18b) 

Equations (18a) and (18b) were obtained for a cylindrical 
sample of length L and radius R in which an acoustic 
wave propagates along the axis. 

Let us discuss the feasibility of satisfying conditions 
(16) and (17). Usually the length of the acoustic wave 
(see[4,5]) is A ~ 10-5 cm (hypersound), i.e., No2! 1015. 
Under the conditions of the acoustic experiments [4,5] we 
have No ~ 1018_1019, i.e., (17) is satisfied. In the case 
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of terasound of frequency ~ 1012 Hz, when the length of 
the sound wave is comparable with the interatomic dis
tance, Eq. (17) can be violated while all the remaining 
superradiance conditions are fulfilled. 

The conditions (16) are well satisfied in solids: at a 
length L = 0.01 cm and a sound velocity v = 106 cm/sec 
we have in MgO L/v ~ 10-8 sec and the shortest charac
teristic time is T: ~ 10-7 sec. In acoustic experi
ments[4,5] we usually have T: < T2 and Ti < r-t, r-1 h' 
while the amplitudes W 1, W2, and we of the electrom&~
netic excitations can always be chosen such as to satisfy 
the inequality (16), The diffraction effects that yield a 
dependence of the type L-1:\ play an important role in 
samples in the form of filamentary crystals, Thus, for 
hyper sound (:\ ~ 10-5 cm) at a crystal length L ~ 0.1 cm 
the thickness of the filaments should be much less than 
10-3 cm, and in order to satisfy a relation of the type 
(:\/R)2 in (lBb) it suffices to use a cylindrical sample 
with length L ~ 0,1 cm and thickness 2R » 10-3 cm, 

Taking all the foregoing into account, we have calcu
lated all the possible variants of combined acoustic and 
electromagnetic two-pulse excitations and the intensities 
of coherent responses in the form of spin induction and 
echo. The results of the calculations are presented be
low-namely the amplitudes of the coherent responses, 
the time of appearance of the maximum signal, and the 
valut: of its effective wave vector, The following cases 
are considered: 1) when only the scatter of the local 
magnetic fields (Wq = 0) contributes to the mechanism of 
the reversible phase relaxation, the so-called dipole re
versible relaxation (DRR), and 2) when, in addition to the 
inhomogeneity of the external magnetic field, scatter of 
the electric-field gradients is also present 
(Wq f. 0; wf f. O)-the so-called quadrupole reversible 
relaxation (QRR). The initial intensity Ivw for a 
v-coherent response in the w-method of excitation of the 
quantum system is equal to the product of the amplitude 
of the type-v response by the intensity (11~ of the spon
taneous emission and by the quantity A 2/R for a sample 
satisfying the condition (lBb). 

An important role is played by the instants of time t 
at w~ich the responses appeared, and by the require
ments with respect to the spatial coherence of the 
responses, requirements described by their effective 
wave vector, For example, two acoustic pulses of type 
1A and 1A, causing ~m = ± 1 transitions, produce four 
electromagnetic responses (ER) (v = 1 ER) at the fre
quency of the sound pulses. At the instant t = 37, a sig
nal of amplitude 

is annihilated by the QRR mechanism, but in the absence 
of this mechanism the signal is formed as a result of 
the DRR. This calls for satisfaction of the equality 
kER = 3k12A - 2klA. but inasmuch as IkERI « IkIAI, 
IklAI this equality cannot be satisfied, and a response 
is observed in practice only in a plate of half-wave 
thickness AlA /2 or in a "supercrystal" (a layered film 
structure consisting of alternating active and inactive 
layers of thickness A1A/2), For the same reason it is 
difficult to observe the remaining three signals at the 
instants t = 27, 7, 0, 

Unlike the electromagnetic responses, the acoustic 
responses in transitions with ~m = ± 1 (lAR) and 
~m = ± 2 (2AR) are observable, since the spatial-coher
ence requirements that their wave vectors must satisfy 
are fulfilled, The acoustic coherent response in a tran-
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sition with ~m = ± 1 (lAR) at the instant t = 27 (echo) 
has the amplitudes 

respectively for DRR and in the presence of DDR and 
QRR; the wave vector is klAR = 2klA - kIA' At the in
stant t = 7, the 1 AR signal coincides in direction with 
the second pulse k 1AR = k<iA and its amplitude is 

At the instant t = 0 we have klAR = kfi and the signal 
amplitudes are equal to 

44D. sin 2w,t1t, cos' w,t1t, 

for DRR and 
4oD. sin' 2w,t1t, cos' 2w,t1t, cos' w,t1t, 

for DRR and QRR, The temperature coefficients <Pc and 
<Ps are given by 

111,= (ch s-1/2ch s+1)', oD,=(sh s/2ch s+1)', s=liw,lkBI'. 

The subscripts w = lA, 2A, and IE describe the types of 
exciting pulses: acoustic on transitions with ~m = ± 1, 
± 2, and electromagnetic on a transition with ~m = 1 with 
corresponding wave vectors kIA' k2A' k1E; the sub
scripts ZJ = 1 AR, 2 AR, and 1 ER denote the correspond
ing responses, 

As follows from the calculations, the quadrupole re
laxation has no influence on the formation of type-2A 
responses at the instants of time t = n7 (n = 0, 1, 2), but 
it does cancel out the signals in the cases when t = m 7/2 
(m = 1, 3). The signals of maximum intensity are pro
duced at the instant t = 27 with respective wave vector 
and amplitude 

k'Ar4k,~) -2k~~) , oDe sin' 2w, t1t, sin' w. t1t" 

at the instant t = 7 with 

and at the instant t = 0 with 

When the crystal is excited by two acoustic pulses of 
type 2A and 2A, only responses of type 2A are possible, 
with the maximum intensity at the instant t = 27, and 
with wave vector and amplitude 

at the instant t = 7 with 

k'AR=2k;!), 44D, cos' 2w,t1t, sin' 2w,t1t" 

and at the instant t = 0 with 

In the case of (~m = ± 1) - (~m = ± 1) excitation, the 
QRR mechanism annihilates the 1 AR and 1 ER signals 
at the instant t = 3T, changes the amplitudes of the 
responses at the instants t = 27 and t = 0, and does not 
affect the two-pulse induction signals at the i.nstant t = T, 

When pulsed excitations of the type (~m = ± 1) 
- (~m = ±2) or (tom = ±2) - (~m = ±1) are applied, there 
is no acoustic or electromagnetic echo on the transition 
with ~m = ± 1, owing to the QRR. In the case of a pulse 
sequence 1A - 2A and in the presence of only DRR at the 
instant of time t = 27, a 1 ER signal can appear, provided 
the condition kER = k~tA. - klA is satisfied, and this is 
possible only if the pulse of type lA is an acoustic wave 
with transverse polarization and 2A has longitudinal 
polarizations (see [12J ), inasmuch as the velocity of the 
longitudinal acoustic wave is double the velocity of the 
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transverse acoustic wave in a number of crystals 
(InSb and other crystals). For MgO, the ratio of these 
velocities is ~ 3;2, and consequently the condition of 
spatial coherence for kER at the instant 2T is not satis
fied, i.e., there is no signal. 

The situation is different for the reversed sequence 
of the pulses: 2A - lA, In this case the signallER is 
produced at the instant t = 3T with wave vector IkERI 
= l3ki21-k211 (i.e., the velocity of the 1A wave should 
exceed the velocity of the 2A wave by a factor 3;2; to 
this end it suffices for the 2A wave in MgO to be trans
verse and for 1A to be longitudinal), and with amplitude 

In the case of a type 2AR signal and an excitation se
quence 1A - 2A we obtain k2AR = 2(k21 - ki':A) at the 
instant t = 2T (the echo signal coincides in direction with 
the second pulse), and the signal amplitude is 

Let us consider further a series of pulses 1A - IE, 
which excites from among the electromagnetic responses 
only two-pulse induction at the instant t = T (klE = k~») 
with amplitude 

Electromagnetic echo and Single-pulse induction can
not appear, in view of the failure to satisfy the spatial
coherence condition for the wave vectors of the corre
sponding responses. The acoustic response 1 AR at the 
instant t = 3T is possible only in the case of the DRR 
mechanism and in crystals in which the velocities of the 
longitudinal and transverse waves differ by a factor of 2; 
the echo signal at the instant t = 27, with wave vector 
klAR = -ki1, propagates in the direction opposite to the 
first acoustic pulse, with amplitude 

in the case of DRR, and with amplitude 

in the presence of the two reversible-relaxation mech
anisms DRR and QRR. Analogously, the 2 AR echo signal 
at the instant t = 27 propagates in a direction opposite 
to the first acoustic pulse, with amplitude 

the signals at the instants t = 37/2 and 7/2 cannot be ob
served, inasmuch as the equality 2v2AR = VIA is not 
satisfied in MgO (vw are the velocities of the acoustic 
waves). 

The pulse series IE - 2A does not excite an electro
magnetic echo signal, and only a single-pulse induction 
signal (t = 0) with klER = klE and with amplitude 

In MgO it is possible in this case to observe only the 
acoustic signals on the transition with .lm = ± 2. The 
echo (t = 27) propagates in the same direction as the 2A 
pulse, with amplitude 

The pulse series IE - 1A excites from among the 
electromagnetic Signals only the sillgle-pulse induction 
signal at the instant t = 0, with vector and amplitude 
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and from the acoustic signals in MgO it excites a type 
1 AR two-pulse induction signal with 

ktAIFktA' 4«>. sin' 2wttit, cos'2wE M t 

and two Signals on the .lm = ± 2 transition: at the instant 
t = 37/2 with amplitude 

4«>. sin' 2wEtitt sin' 2wttit, sin' wttit, 

for only the DRR, and at the instant t = 7 with the ampli
tude 

According to (8), the intensity of the response con
sists of an incoherent noise part proportional to No and a 
coherent pulse that assumes the role of a useful signal 
and is proportional to ~. Let us estimate these parts 
for acoustic excitation of a crystal by 2A - 2A pulses. 
The 2 AR superradiance signal is of the form 

1,,=41'o(k) No[ «>.h-«>. (cos 2ft cos 2/,+sin 2/2 Re [h(t-,;)tXj~n)] { 
'h 'I. 

+«>.1: Il jll<'[tX;tX, cos~ 2/t sin' 2/,h(t-,;) +~;~, cos' I, sin' 2/th(t) (19) 
I'" 

+(tX;tX')'(~j~nsin' "sin' 2f,h(t-2't) l}, 
where II = 2A, fi = wz.lti' 

'I. ch~ 
«>'h= 2ch~+1' h(t-n't)=exp[-2iw/(t-n,;)], 

Il,=exp (-ik'AR'), tXI=exp(-ik'Arl)=~' 

and the initial intensity IIIO(k) is given by (11). 

To compare the intensities of the coherent and in
coherent parts, we note that superradiance takes place 
in the direction of the applied pulses and is contained in 
the solid angle.lw ~ A2/S, where A is the wavelength of 
the applied coherent sound and S is the cross-sectional 
area of the sample through which the acoustic wave 
passes. Consequently, in the course of the estimate it 
is necessary to multiply the term with No in (19) by 
.lw/41T-the part of the incoherent radiation that enters 
together with the coherent signal into the acoustic
response detector. 

For numerical estimates we use data given in [4, 13J 

for the Ni2+ ion in the MgO crystal: 

vo=wo/2n=1Q"'Hz, G,,=1.13·1Q-H erg/def. unit, 
G,,=O.99 . 10-" erg /def.\unit, l:at=1Q'cm /sec,' p=3.6 g /cm 3• 

We choose the sample in the form of a cylinder with 
cross section area S = 1 cm2 and length 1 cm, and with a 
paramagnetic-particle concentration Nc = 10-\ i.e., we 
assume a number of impurities No = 1019 ion/cm3, a tem
perature 2°1(, and times Ti = 2 x 10-8 sec and T2 = 1.2 
X 10-6 sec; the acoustic pulses are of .It = 5 x 10-7 sec 
duration and produce a relative crystal deformation Exx 

= 10-8 de!. unit. 

For comparison we choose the maximal part of the 
incoherent radiation and the echo signal in formula (19), 
Since Tt < Llvac (see (16)), we choose for the effective 
number of particles participating in the radiation the 
value Neff = NoTiL' /T2L. We put L' = L, and then the 
intensity (19) can be estimated from the formula 

[ T; tiw 'h ( T;)' 'J..2 ., ., ] 
lZA,,=4Io,ZA(k) N0"'T,"Tn«>·h+«>.No T, ssm /2sm 2/t 

=4102A (k) {2.64·10'+5.46·10"I, (20) 
/"ZA=O.48·1Q-u. 

It is seen from (20) that the acoustic-echo signals are 
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109 times more intense than the noise and produce a 
relative deformation 

e={21,:.,/pvac'S}","'1O-' def. unit 

The foregoing calculations of the phonon echo and of 
the electromagnetic responses are also valid for nuclear 
spins and quadrupole nuclear electric moments in a 
cubic crystal. Let us estimate the superradiance signals 
relative to the incoherent part (spontaneous noise) in the 
system of nuclear spins of Dz with I = 1, having a quad
rupole moment, in the single-crystal ferroelectric 
KDzP04• 

According to C16J , the crystal has a symmetry D2d and 
the spins, owing to the weak quadrupole coupling (case of 
strong magnetic fields) have three nonequidistant levels. 
It is possible, however, to choose the orientation of the 
external magnetic field Ho such that there is no shift of 
the spectral line due to the quadrupole interaction. To 
this end the field Ho is oriented at an angle IJ = 550 r 14J 
to the axis in the xy plane, perpendicular to the fourfold 
inversion-rotation axis-the c axis (xyz is the crystallo
graphic coordinate system, x(b) and y(b) are twofold 
axes, and z is the c axis). As a result, the level will be 
equidistant with a splitting1J.wo. 

Since L/Vac < Tt for KDZP04, the number of spin 
particles taking part in the superradiance is Neff = No 
= 102z particles/cm3, the sample is chosen with length 
L = 1 cm and area S = 1 cm2; v = 3.7 X 105 cm/sec C14J, * -4 -5 ac / 7 Tz = 10 , EXX = 10 def. un., v = Wo 21T = 10 Hz, pulse 
duration 6t = 10-4 sec. The coherent signal then predom
inates over the noise at T = 0.10 K, i.e., in the case when 
the spins are polarized, if IGI ~ 5 x 1O-2z erg/def. unpsJ, 
and its intensity is Icoh ~ 10.79 erg/sec, corresponding 
to the relative deformation EXX ~ 10-8 def. un. In the 
CUbic-symmetry single crystal RbMnF3, the superradi
ance effect on the Mnss nuclei with a spin-phonon inter
action constant IGI ~ 10-6 erg/def. un. is comparable 
with the effect on the electron spins. 

The numerical estimates show that the correct choice 
of the shape of the sample, of the impurity concentration, 
and of the times Tt and Tz is determined by the maxi
mum signal/noise ratio and by the possibility of phonon
echo detection. It is interesting that when the concentra
tion of the active impurities increases, the shortening of 
the time of the coherent acoustic radiative damping can 
result not in the expected increase of the echo-signal 
intensity, but in the impossibility of its observation. At 
Tt « Tz, the use of samples that are too large is also 
detrimental to the conditions for the observation of 
phonon echo, since under these conditions only part of 
the sample can produce a coherent acoustic signal, which 
is masked by the incoherent acoustic noise from the re
maining part of the crystal. 
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CONCLUSION 

The foregoing investigation illustrates the great 
diversity of the new coherent signals that can be obtained 
simultaneously with the usual spin-echo signals. The 
high sensitivity of the measurements and the clear-cut 
phonon-echo signals obtained in the very first experi
ments give grounds for hoping that a transition from 
stationary to coherent pulsed methods in quantum 
acoustics will lead to the same appreciable progress in 
this research as occurred in the field of magnetic 
microwave spectroscopy on the transition from station
ary magnetic resonance to research by means of spin 
echo. Also highly promising is the detection of phonon 
echo by the methods of neutron diffraction, the 
Mossbauer effect, y-y, y-{3, and other methods of per
turbed angular correlations of nuclear radiation. 
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